Help The Kiddlies® Practise the Three Times Table

1

William likes to play marbles with Saffi and Tom. They take the marbles out of
a bag. The three children have five marbles each. How many marbles were in
the bag?

2

Saffi, William and a friend went to the fair and shared a box of popcorn.
Each of the three children took a handful of popcorn. They found they had nine
pieces each and quickly ate them. How many pieces of popcorn were eaten?

3

Saffi wanted to give her mummy a nice birthday present. Each day for four
days she picked three different flowers and gave them to her mummy who put
them in a vase. How many flowers were there in the vase?

4

William had a new bookshelf in his bedroom. There were three shelves. He
put eight books on each shelf. How many books did William have?

5

Doggly the Dog was playing in the garden when a small flock of birds landed
on a tree. He woofed at the birds who were sat on three branches with three
birds on each branch. As Doggly woofed the birds flew away. How many
birds were there?

6

William likes fish fingers so much that for seven days he ate three for his lunch.
How many fish fingers had he eaten by the end of the week?

7

Saffi was playing with her three dollies. She found that she had ten pairs of
shoes for each doll. How many pairs of shoes did she have?

8

Saffi and William went to the beach and began to build sandcastles. After a
short while they had a rest and admired their sandcastles. The two children
had built three sandcastles each. How many sandcastles were there?

Extra point - Oh dear! Doggly has knocked four of the sandcastles down.
How many does that leave?
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